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Gold at the gates!
Yes, I know, even gold bulls can’t get it out of their minds that for some reason the metal must drop to $1,000 or lower.

price

MSA instead sees a massive momentum base on all of its long‐term momentum charts, and now no ma er which long‐
term indicator I reference, the numbers that signal breakout are ghtening rapidly. 50‐wk. momentum breaks out with
a weekly close at $1141.80 this week; quarterly momentum pops a top (a triple‐top momentum breakout) on a trade
to $1159.20; the 36‐mo. momentum chart
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In gold’s case, except for the 50‐wk. oscillator
signal, it’s best not to wait for monthly closing
proof. Instead, I would begin to “layer into” gold
as the above numbers get elected, like so many
trip wires. You can wait for the highest one if you
wish, but I suspect that a gold breakout through
this zone could shock in its tone and speed—the
sort of event where four market hours produce
$50 or even $100 of upside. Not a must, but a
structural possibility.
In addi on, gold watchers have been put to sleep,
which o en happens before major trend change.
Rarely does such a market provide a
“gentleman’s” entry. There isn’t me for
commi ee mee ngs to determine asset
realloca ons.
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Gold’s rela ve performance vs. the S&P500
broke out at the January close, as noted in
prior reports. It has since added more
upside. Gold is now an outperformer vs. the
U.S. stock market.
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The spread’s momentum base is comparable
to that of price as shown on the prior page.
Sizeable. Meaning upside implica ons are
greater than normal.
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As I’ve stated before, the be er approach to being involved in gold is to turn to the gold miners this me around
(GDX being the ETF that MSA watches and references).
GDX is liquid, unleveraged, and covers the major gold miners. If GDX closes out this week at $15 or higher (it’s above
there now), I would begin to posi on, in part; and later if it trades up to $16.20, I would be fully posi oned to the
extent that you are comfortable. But in both cases, as is MSA’s usual advice, establish your posi on in the breakout
phase. That’s best. Risk/reward shi s adversely if one chases a market months or a year later. Also, as regards GDX,
be sure that gold is coincidentally triggering at least its 50‐wk. momentum signal ($1141.80 weekly close this week).

Disclosure: There is risk in trading markets. MSA is not an investment advisor. MSA reports are based upon informa on
gathered from various sources and believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness. The
informa on in this report is not intended to be, and shall not cons tute, an oﬀer to sell or a solicita on of an oﬀer to buy any
security or investment product or service. The informa on contained in this report is subject to change without no ce. It
should not be assumed that MSA’s methods as presented will be profitable or that they will not result in losses. The indicators
and strategies are provided for informa onal and educa onal purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice.
Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the informa on in making any investment. You should always check with your
licensed financial advisor to determine the suitability of any investments.

